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A Humanoid Torso For Palletization in Logistics Warehouses

Khairidine Benali, Jean-François Brethé, François Guérin, Marc Gorka ∗†

Abstract

This paper presents a new motion controller for
object manipulation in 6D-space with a dual-arm robot
manipulator. Current industrial systems often consist
of a single robot arm commanded through a teach pen-
dant. These systems are unable to pick and place boxes
with different dimensions due to the specifications of
their end-effector, which is restrictive. Our work in-
volves a dual-arm humanoid robot with two Univer-
sal Robots (UR10) arms and a torso (CROM) for ma-
nipulating big and/or heavy objects. The motion con-
troller has been designed for coordinated manipulation
according to the desired trajectory of the object. To
prevent the objects from drifting and falling, an hybrid
force-motion controller is implemented using sensors
located at the end-effectors. The different components
(arms, torso, camera, force sensors...) of the system are
controlled using ROS, which is an open-source meta-
operating system distributed for research and develop-
ment in robotics.

1. Introduction

Industrial robots have been used in manufacturing
lines for many years for their simplicity of program-
ming through a teach pendant by giving a set of points
for following a trajectory in order to achieve repetitive
tasks. But in most of the pick and place applications, the
robot arm is using a specific end-effector (generally an
electric or pneumatic gripper) to pick the object. Hence
the variety of objects is highly limited. This is the rea-
son why the gripper manufacturers offer a wide variety
of grippers to cover a wide range of applications. In the
specific context of warehouse, the robot has to deal with
a large variety of object, and has for instance to grasp
boxes of different dimensions. It is then difficult to use
robots in a similar manner as before. We proposed in
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this project to introduce a dual-arm manipulator, settled
on a humanoid torso to grasp boxes of different dimen-
sions by applying a contact on the lateral faces of the
boxes and control the contact forces. Some works have
already been done in the field with successful results.
The authors in [1] proposed a Force-Impedance con-
trol by switching between two behaviors. The first is
a limited impedance control and the second one is a po-
sition limited force control. The control is based on two
cascaded controllers: a standard impedance controller,
as an internal loop controller and an integral force con-
troller used as an external loop controller. The simula-
tion of the proposed controllers, provides a good track-
ing in position, impedance, and force.

Some other research works also focus in control
of dual arms in the context of sliding mode control [2],
[3], which involves the control in presence of the dy-
namic parameters of the robots and the objects. The
main idea presented is a sliding mode controller which
is implemented for the trajectory tracking by taking into
account the internal forces. A study of the dynamics of
dual arms working together to move an object is also
derived to design the sliding mode controller and then
compute the control law. The problem of chattering
in the controller is solved by replacing the switching-
sliding mode with a continuous saturation function.

A robust control strategy is proposed by the au-
thors in [4] for a planar dual arm manipulator robot. It
is based on a dynamic study of the object and on the
grasping constraints (desired force, contact and friction
conditions) considered to move an object by a multiple-
arm cooperative manipulator. They have proposed some
conditions to be satisfied for no-slippage by friction
constraints and contact. An algorithm is applied for the
optimization of the energy consumed by the arms sub-
jected to two cases of equality and inequality constraints
of grasping. The proposed controller was a switching-
sliding algorithm. For eliminating the phenomenon of
chattering, it is replaced by a saturation function.

Other works concentrate on impedance control. It
is based on the internal force of dual arm for coordi-
nated manipulation objects. These works propose a ro-
bust control law for dual arm manipulators by comput-



ing the minimum desired internal force by using a data
force sensor. It also introduces the frictional constraints
for computing the Cartesian-space impedance control
for each manipulator. The stability of the control was
studied to validate the frictional constraints. The exper-
iment was executed with two PUMA arms manipulating
a rigid object and the results, show a robust control of
pose in grasping object [5].

In [6] the authors describe a dual arm control for
complex operations. In this work a singular perturba-
tion analysis was done and they design an architecture
of control using a separate Cartesian impedance con-
trol for dual arm. The experiment consisted in grasp-
ing a flat object from a table with grasping points hence
to prove the robustness of the controller. The authors
in [7] developed a strategy of a centralized impedance
control to implement a compliant behavior to the ob-
ject grasping by the dual arms. They use the compli-
ance in three levels i.e. the object, the end-effector and
the body. A dynamic modeling of manipulators along
with the object is done. Internal and external null space
impedance control is proposed in series, to impose an
impedance behavior between object/environment, end
effectors/object interaction and body/environment inter-
actions. The control loop is verified through simulations
using two 7-DOF KUKA robots.

The approach developed in [8] presents simultane-
ous control of trajectory and interaction forces in dual
arm configurations. A system composed of two planar
robots and an object realising a closed chain kinemat-
ics is presented and the dynamic equation of motion is
computed by the Lagrange multipliers. A non linear
feedback control is proposed by applying a systematic
nonlinear feedback technique to motion equations of the
closed chain. A simulation of the model has been pre-
sented for indicating the advantages of this controller.

More recently a hybrid position/force controller is
used by the authors in [9] to achieve the coordination
of dual arm manipulation through a master/slave ac-
tion by controlling the force in each direction for the
manipulation of flexible materials.The strategy of con-
trol is developed by studying the bending of a flexible
beam, consisting of providing a motion along a certain
direction. The other directions are controlled in force.
The control loop used, consists in computing the posi-
tion whereas the force controllers are translated to joint-
space velocities via the Jacobian pseudoinverse.

Another work presents a control strategy for simul-
taneously inserting multiple boxes in a master box using
dual arms. The controller uses the forces applied by the
arms and is based on the virtual spring damper hypoth-
esis. The task planning is inspired from human beings

meaning, to make contact with each end of the box and
press them together with a suitable force to be able to
grasp the multiple boxes [10].

The industrial robots are able to do repetitive tasks
without any kind of interaction. A sensor based dual
arm is a novel system used for general tasks with bi-
manual hybrid motion/force control. The operator can
use hand motion gestures to achieve a desired position
of the object and a 3D camera can track the movements
in real time and at the same time the force control tries
to maintain the grasping. The whole control in this work
consists of a software ROBOT RACONTEUR using a
15 DOF Yaskawa Motoman with a kinect 3D camera
and force /torque sensors for the feedback[11].

The main goal of our work is to study and de-
velop an industrial robust system able to manipulate big
and/or heavy loads by coordinated manipulations and
respect of the force applied by both arms. In this pa-
per we present a new controller for dual industrial arms
for grasping and manipulation of a rigid object. The
control strategy was developed (hybrid force/position
controller) on the ROS middleware. Compared to the
related works, our goal consists in making the card-
board box move according to a desired trajectory and
to derive from that the motion of each arm. Our work
consists in motion control of dual arms for palletiz-
ing/depalletizing tasks in the logistics industry, when
the parcels have different sizes. In this industry there
is a need to manipulate products with a large variability
in size, weight and texture.

2. Dual arm system description

The platform used is shown on figure 1.

Figure 1: The CROM robot with dual UR10

It is a semi humanoid dual arm robot consisting of
two universal robot arms UR10 each with 6-DOF and a
torso CROM with 1-DOF. The CROM is composed of
a head equipped with a camera XTION 3D actuated by
two dynamixel pro H42 for the pan tilt movements. The
end of each arm is equipped with a Robotiq force/torque



Sensor FT 150.

The components of our system are coordinated
by ROS (Robot Operating System) that provides inter-
process message passing services (IPC) in a network.

3. Modeling of the Robot

The simplified kinematic model of the UR10 arm
is shown on figure 2.

Figure 2: Kinematic model of UR10 arm

In order to adjust the robot’s controller, a kine-
matic modeling is done by the Denavit Hartenberg (DH)
method for its simplicity and capability to modeling any
kind of serial manipulator. The system at hand consists
of three branches including one torso and two arms (we
denoted the arms as arm left and arm right). Each arm
branch has six DOF (3 for the desired position and 3 for
the orientation of the end effector). Each arm is mod-
eled by using the DH convention.

Joint αi(rad) di(m) ri(m) θi(rad)
1 0 0 0.1280 θ1
2 π

2 0 0 θ2
3 0 -0.6127 0 θ3
4 0 -0.5716 0.1639 θ4
5 π

2 0 0.1157 θ5
6 −π

2 0 0.0922 θ6

Figure 3: Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameter table

A homogeneous transformation for each link
has been calculated by computing the overall
matrix and by multiplying the individual trans-
formations matrix from the origin to the goal point.

T01=

cos(θ1) -sin(θ1) 0 0
sin(θ1) cos(θ1) 0 0

0 0 1 r1
0 0 0 1

 T12=

cos(θ2) -sin(θ2) 0 0
0 0 −1 0

sin(θ2) cos(θ2) 0 0
0 0 0 1


T23=

cos(θ3) -sin(θ3) 0 d3
sin(θ3) cos(θ3) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 T34=

cos(θ4) -sin(θ4) 0 d4
sin(θ4) cos(θ4) 0 0

0 0 1 r4
0 0 0 1


T45=

cos(θ5) -sin(θ5) 0 0
0 0 −1 r5

sin(θ5) cos(θ5) 0 0
0 0 0 1

 T56=

cos(θ6) -sin(θ6) 0 0
0 0 1 r6

sin(θ6) cos(θ6) 0 0
0 0 0 1



We can compute the transformation between the base
frame and the effector frames with the following
equations:

T06 = T01T12T23T34T45T56 (1)

Let us consider the grasping problem by a dual arm.
For studying the transformation between the base frame
of the robot and the object grasped we consider that a
closed kinematic chain is formed by the torso CROM
and the dual UR10 arms. Considering the forward kine-
matic model of each arm is known, we can locate the
object in the base frame by the geometric relationship.

Figure 4: Closed kinematic chain

The kinematic equation is computed by consider-
ing the left and the right arms:

bTg =
b Tol .

olTEl .
ElTg

bTg =
b Tor.

orTEr.
ErTg

(2)

We assume that the center of gravity (Xg,Yg,Zg) located
at the center of the cardboard box. The coordinates of
the other component of the system are defined such as
shown on figure 4:

[Xb,Yb,Zo]: Torso frame.

[Xl ,Yl ,Zl ]: Left arm end effector frame.

[Xr,Yr,Zr]: Right arm end effector frame.



[Xg,Yg,Zg]: Object frame.

[Xol ,Yol ,Zol ]: Base frame of the left arm (fixed to the
body of the torso).

[Xor,Yor,Zor]: Base frame of the right arm (fixed to the
body of the torso).

bTol and bTor are dependent on the installation of the
system i.e they are constant relative to the geometry of
the torso.

4. Task space control

The task space control [12] provides the ability to
control the end effector in 6D space by controlling the
positions and the orientation of the end effector by min-
imizing or eliminating the position and orientation er-
ror. UR10 is a 6-DOF serial link manipulator, provided
with an internal low level dynamic controller which is
able to compensate the gravity and the non-linearities.
This controller cannot be modified to the access con-
straints. However the input of many industrial robots
such as UR10, is a vector of 6 joints angles calculated
through a trajectory generator (such as the ROS package
Moveit).

Figure 5: Diagram of the task space control

With Xd is the desired position and X the actual po-
sition. The angular q̇ and linear velocities υ are related
to the joint velocities by:

υl = Jq̇l

υr = Jq̇r
(3)

ql and qr are the joints angles vector of the left arm and
right arm respectively, J(q) is the Jacobian matrix. υl
and υr contain the linear and angular velocities of the
left and right end effectors.

υl =

[
ϑl
ωl

]
υr =

[
ϑr
ωr

]
(4)

The joint velocities are computed by solving the
differential equation for q̇ at measured joint angles and

the joint positions q(t) can then be obtained by integra-
tion the velocity solution over time.
Given the desired position and orientation of the end ef-
fector (pd ,Rd) and the actual pose (p,R), let us denote
the position and orientation error by:

ep = pd− p and er=κ.(RdRT )

We define κ as a quaternion vector to represent the ori-
entation.
The relationship between the angular velocity and the
quaternion velocity can be expressed by:

κ̇ =
[
Jv(κ)

]
ω (5)

Jv is the Jacobian related the angular velocity to the
quaternion velocity.
We can adjust the Jacobian to change from joint velocity
to quaternion velocity:

κ̇ = Jv(κ̇d)Jw(q)q̇ = Jvw(κ̇d ,q)q̇ (6)

Jw is the Jacobian associated with the end effector an-
gular velocity.
The task space controller will then map the end effec-
tors error to joint velocities and the task space kinematic
control law for both arms can be written as:

q̇ = JT
a (JaJT

a )
−1K.e (7)

with:

Ja =

[
Jp(q)

Jvw(κ̇d ,q)q̇)

]
(8)

e is the error vector [ep,er]
T , K is the gain matrix and

J† = JT
a (JaJT

a )
−1 is the pseudoinverse of the matrix Ja.

5. Force control

The main objective of the admittance controller is
to follow the forces acting in the end effector in each
direction of the task space, by imposing a dynamic re-
lation between the position of the end effector and the
force applied to the object. The measurement from a
force/torque sensor is used for designing the control law
with a gain factor K. The output is then a desired Carte-
sian velocity resulting from the input force.

The UR10 arm does not provide any directly
accessible means for the control via joint torques. We
can use a force sensor, to implement an admittance
controller, i.e. a controller which generates velocity
commands based on the measured forces.



Figure 6: Diagram of the UR10 arm with admittance control

Denote that Xl,r = (Pl,r,Rl,r). As recommended in
[13],[14] for force control, the control law can be writ-
ten:

υl = λK f e f l

υr = λK f e f r
(9)

with K f is a diagonal matrix of damping coefficients, λ

is a constant, such as λ ∈ [0,1[ when e f ≤0 (moving
forward) and λ=1 when e f > 0 (moving backwards).

In our case, we are just interested in the force be-
tween the two arms i.e. the grip force applied by the two
end effectors. These forces lie along the line between
the contacts, i.e. the line which is passing through both
contact points. We then compute the normal (between
the two grippers) vector of the two arms as :

η =
Pl−Pr

||Pl−Pr||
(10)

The projection of the forces at the normal vector be-
tween the two end effectors (left arm and right arm) pro-
vides a possibility of controlling the robot for maintain-
ing a stable grasp at the time of movement with respect
to the direction of grasping.

δl = η
T Fl

δr =−η
T Fr

(11)

The force measured by the force/torque sensors are
(FL, FR). The force error of each arm is projected
along the normal vector between the two end effectors
meaning it is projected along the center of the sensors
(force/torque sensor of each arm) to apply an equal
force on the object.The force control law is:

Ẋl,r = λK f (δ
d
l,r−δl,r)η (12)

δ d the desired force.
By combining (7) and (12), the hybrid force/position
control law becomes:

q̇ = JT
a (JaJT

a )
−1Ke+ JT (JJT )−1

λK f e f (13)

6. Results

The low-level interface of the UR10 arm controller
is executed with a frequency of 125 Hz. The time neces-
sary for the robot to update a new command joint angle
is 8ms for a valid consideration of input.
We created our controllers using the package controller
manager [15] implemented in ROS provide a hard-real
time architecture consisting of loading, unloading, start-
ing and stopping controllers. The experiments were
conducted to move a cardboard box following a circular
trajectory with radius of 0.2 m along a horizontal plan
(figure 7).

Figure 7: Trajectories of the left and right arms obtained from
the trajectory of the cardboard box by a path planning

Our work consist in considering the trajectory of
the object (figure 4) and deriving the motion of the arms.
For this a path planning has been done to compute the
postures of each arm according to the desired trajectory
of the object chosen by the user.

Pg = [Xg,Yg,Zg,θg,ψg,φg]

Pdl = [Xdl ,Yg +
L
2
,Zdl ,θdl ,ψdl ,φdl ]

Pdr = [Xdr,Yg−
L
2
,Zdr,θdr,ψdr,φdr]

(14)

The trajectory chosen for the object is:
(Xg−Y0)

2 +(Yg−Y0)
2 = R2

R is the radius of the circle, Pg is the gripped object
frame. Pdl , Pdr are the left and right end effector frames.

The box is grasped from an initial position and
while still holding it, a trajectory is executed in space
by both arms to check the performance of the controller.
The performance is related to the fact that both the arms
should enforce a good grasp so that the box doesn’t fall
down by slipping. The result is evaluated by observing
the process and also monitoring the gripping distance
between the two arms.This distance is equal to the width
of the box. If the distance between arms remains the
same from the starting point to the end of the trajectory
or either it remains within a certain bound of minimal



error, which still ensures good grasp by both arms.
In the plots (figure 8) it can be observed that the grip
force applied by the robot varies proportionally to the
position error. It is observable that the force profile is
almost constant when the offset (error) between the end-
effector position is minimum.

Figure 8: Position error (P(t)-P0) and force

The results shows the proportionality between the
error and the force in the direction of the movement, in
order to compensate the error and avoid falling of the
box due to slippage. The robot was able to hold the
box along a path with a collaborative behavior that is a
composition of force and position for the compensation
of the error.

Figure 9: Position error (P(t)-P0) and force in velocity x8

To evaluate the behavior of the controller a simi-
lar experience was derived in case of a velocity 8 times
more than the previous one (x8). In this case (figure 9)
the errors increased with the increase of speed. It was
found that the maximum error was 1.4mm for the first
experiment, and increased to 5.2mm when the speed is
multiplied by 8 on the same trajectory. This show that
the grip force applied also increases proportionally to
compensate the error. The robot behavior show a good
compensation, allowing small deviations from the de-
sired trajectory and a good reaction to the position error
during the trajectory.

7. Discussion and future work

In this research work we have tested a hybrid force
position controller in a dual arm arrangement to test the
grasping of packages in the industrial environment. The
present controller has shown good performance with
some limitations for handling a box. This leads to fur-
ther investigation for the refinement of the controller for
an optimal performance, in the presence of limitations
and constraints which are, fixed orientation of the grip-
pers, the material of the package, the rigidity and flexi-
bility, and the speed of handling. This work has given an
insight into the complexities involved in the process of
grasping and placing in the industry, and what effective
strategy can be employed to overcome the challenges.
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